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Gut campus
telecom costs
by automating the way
you answer the phone,
reset passwords and
send emergency and
event notifications.
Nuance $peech-Driven
Employee Productivity
Solutions
Automated Speech Attendant
say the name, get connected
Automated Password Reset
speed resets with your voice
Emergency and Event
Notification
broadcast messages initiated through
spoken commands
Your campus can gain significant cost savings associated with call
handling 
- 
and at the same time improve the caller experience. Learn
how Nuance speech-enabled solutions can help you 
-
o Reduce switchboard staffing costs and calls going to operators
o Provide 24x7 aulomated call routing to students, staff and callers
o Reset passwords over the phone 24x7 without talking to a
live lT agent
. Send rapid automated emergency and event notifications
initiated by your phone
And you won't need to upgrade your existing telecom infrastructure;
these solutions can be deployed in virtually any telecom environment,
a major consideration in today's tight budget climate!
For more information call 1 (866) 968-2623 and say "Sales Department"
or email eps.sales@nuance.com.
NUANCE 866-968-2628 r www.nuance.com/care
Funding Convergence
at FSU
This issue of the ACUTA lournalfocuses
on funding the converged environment.
We have talked about and moved toward
convergence-technologically. Now it is
time to move toward convergence cultur-
ally. Within the last year, Florida State
University (FSU) has reorganized IT and
telecommunications into one organiza-
tion. As part of the reorganization we have
looked at our service offerings and the
associated costs and identified a number of
goals, including the following:
. Identify true service costs
. Explore repackaging ofservices
' Identi$,cost-recoverytechniques
With those goals in mind, we established
a committee to work with us to review all
costs for service delivery. To determine
such costs, FSU needed to determine both
personnel costs and expenses. Employees
were given a list of services and asked to
record the percentage of time they spent
supporting each service. That information
was compiled to extrapolate total person-
nel costs by service. We also reviewed all of
our payables for one year and coded each
invoice to a particular service. This allowed
us to identifli and apply expenses to the
appropriate services (a long and arduous
p rocess).
We did not discover anything startling
or unusual. We found that voice-related
services tended to be the services that
overrecovered. This overrecovery was the
economic enabler for developing and sus-
taining additional services.
Once we understood the true costs for
each service, we turned our attention to
the possibility of repackaging our services.
Our discussion centered around two major
variables:
. Services to be included in the package
. Migrating from a port structure to a per
capita model (a topic widely discussed at
ACUTAs Fall Seminar)
One of the major questions that we had
to answer for the organization was What do
we want to accomplish with the repackaging?
This package underscores several strategic
choices:
. Uniformity of services
. Uniformity of service accessibility
. Risk tolerance
. Cost control
. Introduclion ofrobust services
We discovered that this was not a simple
repackaging of services; it was a strategic
decision of how we wanted communica-
tion technologies to progress. For instance,
one direction would be to include in the
package basic communication services only.
This would emphasize the desire for safe,
proven, and traditional approaches to our
overarching communications strategy. An-
other approach would be to include more
advanced services in the package. This
would recognize the efficiencies made avail-
able through a forward-looking strategy.
The next area to agree upon was the
identification (not implementation) of
potential cost-recovery techniques. The
personnel service support study document-
ed that the historic separation of duties had
faded dramatically. Because of technical
integration, support personnel involved
in service delivery routinely cross the lines
between educational and general services
and auxiliary services. This fact mandates
that we institute a mechanism to ensure ac-
curate tracking of resources and dogmatic
conformity to policies.
Once the true costs had been estab-
Iished, the task of funding became more
concrete. Now that there was no longer a
disagreement that service A cost $ 10, we
were free to develop a strategy for service
funding. By identifting the true service
cost for service A, we had also identified
and documented the funding source(s).
The tendency is to assume that funds for
those services will continue to come from
the same sources.
That is where we are in the process.
I would like to tell you that we have
been successful in asking and answering
these questions at FSU-but we have not.
I would, however, point out that we have
not failed. We have made great strides by
reaching the three goals listed earlier. We
have costed out our services, suggested a
preliminary package of services, and made
some general assumptions about funding
sources and models. However, that is only
the beginning. The process, as I have said,
was started ayear ago,and I believe the
hard work is ahead of us. In the months
to come we will have to involve more uni-
versity stakeholders in the process to hear
more about what they need, what they see
changing, and how we, as a university, can
meet their needs.
For years we have struggled with the
convergence of technology. I am now be-
ginning to think that was the easy part.
.
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Update on Broadband Stimulus Programs
and the National Broadband Plan
As ACUTA members face the challenge of funding the converged environment in an era
of shrinking resources, I thought it might be helpful to provide an update on the U.S.
federal government's broadband stimulus programs, because there have been a number of
interesting developments in recent weeks. In addition, the FCC has been devoting a great
deal of effort to developing its National Broadband Plan, which it is mandated to provide
to Congress by February 17. There are many opportunities for colleges and universities to
contribute to this effort by submitting comments on a variety of issues.
Broadband Stimulus
As previously reported, the broadband stimulus funding in the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) consists of two programs totaling only $7.2 billion in funding.
These programs are administered by two different agencies: the National Telecommunica-
tions and Information Administration (NTIA), $4.7 billion for the Broadband Technology
Opportunities Program (BTOP); and the Rural Utilities Service (RUS), $2.5 billion for the
Broadband Initiatives Program (BIP)). The two programs share a joint website, Broadban-
dUSA, at http://broadbandusa.sc.egov.usda.gov/. They have also largely coordinated their
efforts, although the programs have separate and distinct targets and funding types.
The original plan was to have three rounds of funding. The deadline for the first round
was August 14, and the review process is currently under way. The agencies plan to make
their selections for first-round funding by late November/early December. In case you are
interested in seeing the applications that were filed from your state, a searchable database
of the nearly 2,200 applications filed in the first round is available at www.ntia.doc.gov/
broadbandgrants/applications/search. cfm.
In early October, the first grants were announced for broadband mapping-an impor-
tant component of the broadband stimulus program designed to develop and map data
on broadband availability and adoption in the United States. Information on this program
is also available on the BroadbandUSA website.
In recent days, there have been comments made in hearings before Congress and pre-
sentations by officials managing these programs, leading to the following speculations:
. The agencies are likely to issue a request for comment on the process so far. The pub-
lic, including colleges and universities, will be able to comment.
. There has been concern expressed in Congress about some ofthe definitions used
in the programs, in particular, "underserved," "unserved," "remote," "rural," and related
terms. These definitions may be addressed in subsequent rounds.
. It is very likely that funding rounds two and three may be condensed into a single
round.
. Although highly speculative, officials have made reference to potential additional
funds for broadband deployment, beyond the $7.2 billion in the ARRA. Potential sources
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Geoffrey C. Tritsch, Vice President
Vantage Technology Consulting Group
"Please, Sir, May I Have Some More?"
Funding lnformation Technology in Academia
In a scene from the Dickens novel Oliver Twist, Oliver wants a second helping of porridge.
"Please, sir, may I have some more?" he asks.'MOOORRRE?!" shouts the man in charge.
'MOOOOORRRRE?!?" The boy knows the answer to the question, and runs. He was
lucky to get what he got.
Like Oliver Twist, most higher-education information technology organizations are
faced with a need for more porridge-an ever increasing need for funding and resources
to meet growing technology demands. It's easy to ask for more porridge when there is
plenty to go around, but how do you ask for more when it's already in short supply? Even
more so, how can you make the case that your getting more porridge will make everyone
else less hungry?
As I have stated in past Journal articles and on the listserv, an institution needs a con-
sistent, holistic view of charging for technology services-an algorithm that is fair across
all services and all departments. Today's economic challenges, changing revenue sources,
and trends toward fiscal accountability necessitate a move away from outdated funding
models, cross-subsidization, and unreliable onetime capital allocations and toward an
approach based on the true cost of each service, differentiated service levels, and life-cycle
funding. The need is for a predictable and controllable IT funding model that will:
. Keep pace with rising demands for technology services.
. Provide pricing/funding strategies that can scale to meet future needs.
. Support cost-effective IT operations.
. Provide a context for making IT decisions.
. Cover a wide range of clients and services.
. Be durable under the pressure of changing demand and shifting services.
. Address the technology objectives in the university's strategic plan.
That's a lot to ask of one, simple funding model! However, as they say on late-night
television, "But wait, there's more!"
Cost Recovery
The IT cost-recovery model also becomes the framework for the ongoing acquisition and
management of new technologies and applications. Given that services and technolo-
gies will change, the income to support IT services has to adjust as services change. Since
you don't have unlimited resources, you can't be everlthing to everyone. You need to
prioritize, maximize, and make decisions as part of your overall technology context-an
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institutional framework for evaluating tech-
nology decisions. While some institutions
have developed a context when it comes
to campus master planning (commonly
reflected in a consistent "look and feel" to
buildings on campus), most institutions
don't have that same kind of context when
it comes to technology in general, much
less to the funding of technology. Without
such a context, technology decisions are too
often made on an inconsistent, ad hoc basis.
This is partly because few schools have gone
through the process of determining the true
costs of the IT services they offer or come
up with a methodology for recovering those
costs. Consequently, as we work with colleg-
es and universities on technology funding,
we find that many suffer from some or all
of the following maladies:
. Although IT is acknowledged to be
critical, the funding for technology services
is inadequate and/or unpredictable.
' Many schools recover voice costs
through telephone charges to users but do
not charge for other technology services.
Often telephone charges are subsidizing the
cost of other services.
. Budgeting for technology costs at many
schools is not all inclusive. For example,
funding for system renewal and replace-
ment, costs incurred by other departments
in support of IT, and costs for researching
and testing new technologies are often not
included-but should be.
. Data network electronics and cable and
wire infrastructure are in constant need of
improvement to ensure stability and redun-
dancy. There is rarely an identilied funding
source for such work.
. Budget cutbacks and increasing de-
mands lor fiscal restraint are occurring
at the same time as the disappearance of
traditional revenue sources (such as income
from residence hall telephone service) used
in the past to subsidize technology services.
. Traditionally separate services (voice,
data, and video) continue to converge.
Continued deployment of services such as
VoIP and video over IP have a direct im-
pact on support services such as help desk,
troubleshooting, and staffi ng.
. IT expenses often exceed income. Bud-
gets are balanced using rapidly depleting
reserves, deferring equipment replacement,
cutting corners, and getting infusions of
onetime allocations.
. IT income frequently does not track
with expenses. For example, the data net-
work is often funded through flat general
allocations that are wholly unrelated to the
growth or decline of the services provided
or to the demand on IT resources. There is
often no mechanism to fund the increased
up-front and ongoing costs ofthe network
as it grows in both size and complexity.
. IT departments tend to be insufEciently
staffed to meet growing expectations. While
most IT departments do an admirable
job of keeping up with service demands,
increasing requirements can eventually
overburden the staff, raising the potential
for staff burnout and the likelihood of
losing key personnel. Unless new resources
are identified, problems and failure to meet
critical deadlines will become more com-
monplace.
. Many institutions charge for voice but
not for data and other IT services. This will
not continue to work as voice, data, alarm,
and video services continue to converge.
For example, is VoIP a chargeable voice
service or a nonchargeable data service? If
nonchargeable, where will the funding for
enhancing the data network come from?
Developing a Funding Model
Maybe you are one of the lucky ones who
can read the above and say, "That's not us."
Ifso, congratulations! But for the rest of
you, how does one go about getting to that
predictable and controllable IT funding
model?
First of all, keep in mind that much of
the benefit of developing a funding model
is not the model; it's the process. The pro-
cess forces an in-depth consideration of all
of the technical, operational, and political
issues associated with what you do, how
you do it, and the benefits you provide to
the user community.
The model itself is a relatively straight-
forward matter of allocating costs to
services. The complexity lies in developing
an in-depth understanding ofyour services
and costs. Here's the process in a nutshell:
. IdentiS, the speciflc services you provide
and the components that make up each
service (dialtone, voicemail, wired data,
wireless, etc.).
. Identify the expenses associated with
each service based on those expenses.
. Add in any applicable expenses not
presently addressed within present budgets.
. Estimate depreciation schedules to fund
future expansion and replacement. These
should be based on capital cost and useful
Iife of the applicable equipment.
. Allocate staff time across the different
categories to more accurately reflect how
staff actually spends its time rather than
who pays that staff member.
. Identify new services expected to be
implemented within the time frame of
the project and allocate those across the
services.
. Roll up the identified services into
"chargeable" user services. Remember that
not all services are chargeable. For example,
DNS, DHCP, and LDAP are all services
that you provide but that are not charge-
able. These "pseudo-services" need to be
rolled up into a data network or data access
charge that is logical to assigmn to users.
. Estimate the growth/decline in services
and changes in costs over your planning
horizon.
' Identifr current revenue sources and
cost offsets.
. Develop rates and cost-recovery strate-
gies as applicable.
Cost-Recovery Operations
Once you have accomplished the above,
you should be able to plot a matrix of costs
against chargeable services. The compli-
cated part is making the decisions such as
how to roll up and allocate the costs for the
underlying, shared services (such as DHCR
etc.) and how to allocate time for people
who serve multiple functions. Additionally,
it makes sense at this point to develop an
approach that will deal with future services
as well.
There are a number of cost-recovery
options, each with pros and cons. But
before you get to them, you need to deter-
mine whether to charge for services or not.
First of all, there is a difference between
"chargeback" and "cost allocation." Allocat-
ing costs for your services, whether money
actually changes hands or not, allows you
to keep track of consumption of services,
allows the departments to understand the
ramifications of their technology decisions,
and provides executive management a way
to understand why technology costs what
it does. Cost allocation is essential for good
management; chargeback is not. In any
case, the "big pot of money in" and "big pot
of money out" funding model that many
institutions use doesn't allow anyone to un-
derstand or cope with changing technology
and leads to the all-too-common "while
you're at it, do this too" syndrome.
Here are the major arguments for
charging for services:
. There are different cost centers and
budgets that must be taken into consider-
ation. This is especially true when depart-
ments or schools have their own revenue
streams and expenses and are not centrally
funded.
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those u,ho arc eoing to prv for ,spe cilic ser-
r.iccs (irssr-rming billing is going to bc clonc).
' li'lrspiucr.rt: (loncelnecl partres shoulil
be atrle to corlprehend the logic anrl tl-re
fornrlLlir ancl be assurecl that the' \'alues are
correct ancl the forn-rula appropriatelr-
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Table 1. ChargingAlgorithms
. Relevant: Measurables should correlate
with cost.
. Manageable: The algorithm should be
easy to keep up-to-date as things change.
. Reasonable: Amounts recovered should
not exceed full costs, or if cross-subsidiz-
ing is deemed appropriate or necessary, the
logic should be understood.
. Growth oriented: Costs should be easy
to reallocate as the network expands or
services change.
. Encouraging ofdesired behavior:
Approaches used should encourage behav-
iors that are beneficial to the institution
as a whole and discourage those that are
detrimental.
. Viable long term: the algorithm should
continue to be applicable into the future.
(You don't want to go through this more
often than necessary.)
\A|Lile charging algorithms vary, they
generally fall into two categories-IT
metrics (charge based on something
related to IT services) and non-IT metrics
(charge based on something unrelated to IT
services). Within each of these categories,
there are subcategories. These include:
. IT metrics:
o Charge by service.
> Charge by nerwork connection.
o Charge by traffic.
c Charge by device.
. Non-IT metrics:
o Charge by headcount.
o Charge by II tax on budget, space, etc.
o Charge by other non-IT metric (num-
ber of telephones, number of cars in
the parking lot, phase of the moon, etc.).
Each of these approaches has its pros
and cons and differently addresses the pa-
rameters we laid out previously. (See Thble
1. A check mark means that the metric
addresses the requirement; an "x" means it
does not; and a "?" means that it might in
some circumstances.)
Often it is prudent to subsidize charges.
However, in that case, users should be
aware that they are not paying full costs.
That way, if the subsidies disappear, IT is
not seen as raising the rates. A simple addi-
tion to the bill might state: "Your technol-
ogy services cost $xxx this month. Your
charge is $py. The remainder is covered
centrally."
One of the approaches that has gained
popularity of late (and that was the subject
of an ACUTA listserv post that gave rise
to this article) is the headcount model.
The approach is essentially that the fee for
technology services is derived by dividing
the total technology costs by the number of
users. This fee can then be adjusted down-
ward for the "non-knowledge worker"
category (e.g., maintenance workers, food
service workers, etc.) and upward for
power users (e.g., researchers who need
extra or beyond standard services. This
approach is attractive in that it is simple
for IT to administer and for the consumer
to understand, treats communications as a
utility, and allows departments to consume
as much or as little as they need.
However, whereas the headcount in
most institutions is stable or trending
downward, the demand for technology and
services continues to rise. Therefore, this
approach must include a formula for annu-
al adjustment. It also assumes that all users
in each category consume the same amount
of resources, generate the same amount of
demand, and use the same or equivalent
services. There is no differentiation of ser-
vices except job classifications, which bear
Iittle correlation to network services. This
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approach does little to encourage or dis-
courage behaviors which can negatively or
positively affect network services and usage.
Finally, the headcount approach amounts
to a tax, and unlike a tax on tea, it does not
allow the units being taxed any control or
the ability to affect the tax.
Before you can implement (or even per-
form in-depth modeling of) a headcount
approach, there are many decisions to be
made. These include:
' Wiil the allocation be per FTE or per
employee?
. Are you planning to use differential
rates? If so, how will you differentiate?
. Are you planning to use an "all you can
eat" model covering all technology services
or to have the headcount charge cover only
specified base services? Ifbase services,
what is included/excluded?
' What about specialized services like
ACD, high-speed data links, and so forth?
The further you get into the discussions,
the more questions arise.
Conclusion
No matter which approach (or approaches)
you select, it all becomes very philosophi-
cal-and political. You are talking about
touching not one, but two, of the "third
rails" of higher education-budgets and
departmental control. Any change is going
to benefit some departments and adversely
affect others. As such, a project like this is
much more than just a technology funding
project.
The good news is that the process (as
painful as it might be) offers the opportu-
nity to educate senior management and the
campus community on what it really costs
to deliver technology services and to firmly
establish the value that technology has on
campus. There is an increasing demand for
technology services and resources due to
the increased role of information technol-
ogy. However, without signihcant thought
to funding, IT will not be able to meet the
long-term goals of the institution, imple-
ment new technologies, or even continue to
adequately support the current technolo-
gies already on campus. That's not a happy
ending in anybody's book.
Geoffrey C. Tritsch is a vice president with Vantage
Technology Consulting Group. An expert in the
unique voice, data, and video needs of large, non-
profit organizations, he has worked in the telecommu-
nications industry for more than 35 years. He can be
reached at geoff rey.tritsch @ vantagetcg.com.
This article goes with special thanks to Dr. Robert
Kuhn who helped develop many of the principles
herein and to Michael Grunder for his sage advice
and guidance.
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Prior to being selected as the first federal
chief technology officer of the United States
(CTO), Aneesh Chopra served as Virginia's
secretary of technology. Previously, Chopra
was managing director for the Advisory
Board Company, a health care think tank
for hospitals and heath systems.
Aneesh Chopra
ACUTA: What is your job as the U.S. Chief
Technology Officer?
Chopra: I serve as an advisor to the Presi-
dent on policies that harness the power and
potential of technology and innovation to
transform the nation's economy. This role
builds on the traditional work of the Office
of Science and Technology Policy to ensure
a voice for technology in a broader range of
priorities, including healthcare IT, educa-
tional technology, and the smart grid.
On September 21st, President Obama
released a Strategy for American Innovation
which outlines a framework for sustainable
growth and quality jobs. As CTO, I am par-
ticularly focused on three broad areas: fos-
tering investment in the buiiding blocks of
innovation, which include the development
of a smart, secure broadband infrastruc-
ture, R&D collaboration, and the creation
of a 2lst century workforce; promoting
technological innovation in national priori-
ties, including creating jobs, reducing health
care costs, and keeping our nation secure;
and instilling a culture of open government
that enhances transparency, encourages
participation, and fosters collaboration.
ACUTA: What role do you playwhen it
comes to important priorities for the
President such as in healthcare, education,
rybersecurity, broadband, and energy
policy?
Chopra: As the federal government's chief
advocate for technology assessment and
investment, part of my job is to promote
technological innovation in national priori-
ties. Healthcare, education, cybersecurity,
broadband, and energy policy are national
in scope and in fundamental ways are
often interconnected. For example, you
can't have an effective smart grid without
strong cybersecurity. Similarly, broadband
is breaking down the traditional barriers to
education by bringing a world of informa-
tion to students and educators at the click
of a mouse. The President and Congress
advanced these priorities in the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 by
allocating over $37 billion to computerize
medical records, create smarter electrical
grids, and expand high-speed Internet ac-
cess across the country.
My role on these topics is to provide
advice to the President in the development
of policy and pull any of three levers to
advance his priorities: ensure R&D coor-
dination and collaboration through the
National Science & Technology Council,
advocate for open data standards to spur
innovation, and champion the President's
Open Government Initiative to guide
agency investments and policy implemen-
tation.
ACUTA: What is the Administration doing
to spur innovation in this country? What
role do you see for colleges and universities
in this effort?
Chopra: I had the privilege of joining the
President on September 21 for a visit with
students enrolled at the Hudson Valley
Community College. As noted above, he re-
leased a Strategy for American Innovation
with a simple message: As we work to move
our economy forward, we must prepare
for the jobs of the future. This work begins
with an educated workforce.
The President reiterated his goal to
once again lead the world in the propor-
tion of college graduates and affirmed
his $12 billion investment in community
colleges, including an historic 10-year, $500
million commitment to an "Online Skills
Laboratory." This virtual laboratory will
have fully-designed college-level courses in
emerging fields that community colleges
can build upon, rapidly expanding the abil-
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ity of studer-rts to gain access to the courses
and skills they need to succeed.
As I continue to work on the President's
agenda, I would appreciate your ideas or.r
what more we might do to build a ciose
collaboration between the technology
comr-nunity and our institutions of higher
learning.
ACUTA: What role does R&D play in spur-
ring innovation and what will we need to
do to remain a technology leader in the
global economy? How significant is R&D
at colleges and universities to technological
innovation?
Chopra: R&D hlls the pipeline for innova-
tion. Timesharing and client/server research
in acaden-ria and industr,v enabled the
enterprise-scale architectures familiar to
your members. Research in chip and CPU
design is at the heart of the iPhone, iPod,
RIM Blackberr),, and other mobile systems.
While r\merica's position is strong, other
nations are increasing their investments in
research and development and mounting a
challenge. We rvill meet that challenge by:
creating a 21st century education systeln
that promotes STEM achievement and
prepares tomorrow's innovators; promoting
public and private sector innovation, using
techr-rology to make go\.ernment open and
efficient, making access to gor,.ernment data
a force for innovation, providing incentives
like the R&E Iresearch and experimenta-
tionl tax credit, and encouraging high-
gror'vth entrepreneurship; and supporting
basic research for future generations of
innovation.
To meet our basic research goa1s,
academia, industry, and government must
work more closely together. Our colleges
and ur-riversities house much of the nation's
research capacity; American industry is
second to none in ir-rnovation and entrepre-
neurship; and the Federal government has
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a unique role in investing in long-term and
high-risk/high-reward research. Together,
we can create new industries with high-
wage jobs and ensure America's technology
leadership into the future.
ACUTA: Which new and emerging tech-
nologies are particularly intriguing to you?
What do you foresee as the most beneficial
new applications oftechnology in the next
three years?
Chopra: From a practical persPective, the
most intriguing technologies are those
ready for immediate deployment across
large numbers of business and government
users. One of the most obvious clusters of
exciting deployment-ready technologies
are those enabled by cloud computing.
For example, cloud-based collaboration
tools (document-editing, instant messag-
ing, project management, intranet search,
self-organizing task groups, etc.) can both
vastly improve governmental effectiveness
through efficient, speedier cross-agency
cooperation and, at the same time, save
signiflcant amounts of money.
Looking ahead, I'm ParticularlY
intrigued by the transformative potential
of nanotechnologies and nanomaterials,
advanced batteries, quantum computing,
and smart wireless devices. Any of those
could be major game-changers if they can
be brought to consumer applications at
commercial scale.
ACUTA: How is the government using tech-
nology to be more open and transparent?
Chopra: Since the start, the Obama
administration has been leveraging new
technologies to change the way Washington
works. We believe an accountable Sovern-
ment works in the open. In MaY 2009,
the administration launched Data.gov, a
website that simplifies access to economic,
healthcare, environmental, and other
information in multiple electronic formats.
Data.gov also enables entrepreneurs to
"mash-up" public information with other
products and services to deliver value, such
as a recent application assisting travelers to
understand flight delays.
ACUTA: Social media have changed the
way people interact and communicate.
Used properly, they can be very powerful.
How do you plan to embrace social media
to change the way government and citizens
interact with one another? How can social
media be deployed effectively within gov-
ernment? How do you plan to balance the
inherent risks (especially security) associ-
ated with social media with the powerful
benefits that can be realized from them?
Chopra: From listening tours to webcasts to
town halls, agencies and the White House
are embracing social media to open up the
way that government is working. We are
increasingly using new tools to improve
communication with the American people.
Whether via website, online video on You-
Tube, or tweets on Twitter, new technology
helps Americans know what government is
doing so they can hold it accountable. More
importantly, social media enables the public
to participate in government so that the
decisions and policies we make are informed
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Updat% utuU^a,blt, *t
bv thc creativitv and kno',r.-hou'of the
public, not just the gor.ernment rvorkfolce.
Tl-re (leneral Scn ices Administlation has
created a searchable catalogue oftools
accessible at Apps.gov. This allou,s govern
ment agencies that u,ant to rlse a neu,tool,
such as brainstorrning softnarc or a blog, to
choose from among secure procilrcts u'itl'r
g()\,e rnment liiendlr'terms of scrr.ice that
rcspe ct privacv and securitv r,r.hile cnabling
greater citizcn engagement anti collatrora
tion.
ACUTA: Ho'w,rvill the U.S. government
address cybersecurity issues, in both the
public and private sectors, and rvhat role
will your office play in this endeavor?
(ihopr"a: The Strategl. for Arrencan Innova-
tion includes as ke,v building bloclis the
dcr.elopment of au adr.ancccl infbrmatior-r
technology ecosvstem and the sccuring of
cyberspace. Thc Pr:csident's unpre ccdcntccl
speech follou.ing a national cyberspncc
polic1're-,'ieu, cailecl for a lrlol'e compre
hensive stratcg)., including thc designiition
of a cr''ber coordinator. 'Iogether rvith rr-rt-
colleague, federal (.IO, \rivek Kundra, r'r.e
are lvorking to ensure \,Vhitc Hor-rsc leader-
slrip on this importar-rt topic and eflectir.e
coorclination anlong thc mvriacl fecleral
agencies rvorking to kecp us safe.
\Ve arc building capacitl.for a digital
nation through education, training, and
a\\:areness. \\,c are i nr pror.i n g i nfo rrnatio n
sl-rarir-r g, situ ational a\vareness, ancl inci
dent response capabilities u.ith stratcgics
founcled on cooperirtion and collaboratior-r.
\{e are encouraging innor.ation through
a game-changing strategv fbr research
and dcr.clopnent thal jncludes innor.atir.e
idcntitl- milnagernent approaches, stronger
sr-rpplt -chain se curit1', .1nc1 svstems that can
tirnctior-r through attack or nirtural clisaster
to support e lnergenc\'response and qr-rick
rccover\..
N,Iy rolc is focused on privale sector
collaboration u.ith sl:recial emphasis on
hrrarrcial services, enelg)., and I'r eaithcare
sectors. In acldition, ollr: tcam is coorclinat
ing the national Cr.ber Lcap Year R&I) cf-
lort in pursuit of "gar-ne changels" surfircccl
through public, prir.ate and academic
iearcl ers.
ACUTA: What are the strategic implica-
tions of your leadership role in coordir-rat-
ing the various technolog,v activities from
the \\4rite House?
First, it affirms the importance of technol-
og,v arrd innor.ation across a r'r,ide ralrge of
po1ic1. priorities. Second, it elcvatcs consid-
eration of policie s to promote the nation's
technologv industry.'Ihird, it begins to
shift the operarting culture of federal agen
rir's lo trnc lhrt ir rrtorc lrln:1r,11,111, l..rrliri
pator,v ar-rc[ collaborative ir the execution
of policy.
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Using Technology to Spread the Word
The only thing that disappears faster than
snowflakes on an August morning is a cov-
eted parking space moments before 9 a.m.
classes begin.
The University of Akron (Akron U)
uses Twitter to guide students to parking
spaces on campus. It's a perfect application
at a commuter college for the new technol-
ogy-quick, ephemeral information ex-
changed in a brief but ubiquitous fashion.
The parking tweets raise Twitter from
a vehicle for meaningless exchange of
fan mail and gossip to something vital:
Students reduce stress by avoiding full Iots
and finding open ones, campus police are
saved the hassle of traffic jams and ticketing
cars left in illegal spots, and professors are
spared the intrusion of a panting student
running into the classroom l0 minutes late.
Parking Tweets
Akron U is an urban, commuter campus of
about 25,000 students. It abuts downtown
Akron, so the demand for parking becomes
intense at key times.
"The Parking Twitter helps spread out
peak-hour demands," explains Iared Cole-
man, assistant director of parking and in-
formation services in the parking division.
'vVtrile the school can't create new spaces
to meet demand, it does look for ways to
soothe the pain of trying to find spaces
during those crunch times.
"People gravitate to the well-known
areas," Coleman continues. "We need ways
to get them to the less well known lots."
The campus has about 10,000 spaces
available, most clustered in four stand-
alone, multistory garages. Several smaller
decks dot the campus. Unlike some rural
schools, Akron U cannot afford the space to
have sprawling ground-level parking lots.
But administration knows parking is a vital
resource. In fact, they are building a new
1,000-space deck that should be available in
fall2010.
The Parking Twitter program evolved
during a session with Coleman's colleagues
at Akron U. "Someone mentioned that
students use Twitter a lot and suggested
looking into how we could use it," Coleman
says. They found Twitter is a good way to get
short messages out in a timely fashion.
The Akron U Parking Twitter program
started in spring 2009. About 500 of the
school's students signed up.
"It was very successful," Coleman says.
\{lhile early numbers were light as a percent-
age of total students, of the students who
used the program nearly all gave it rave
reviews.
Expanding the Program
Meanwhile, Parking Services recognized the
opportunity to expand the program beyond
just announcing space availability. They
use Twitter to update construction or road
closures near campus and to announce snow
closings.
Expansion of the program focuses on
minimizing the use of the car and pushing
students onto mass transportation as much
as possible. Students tlpically check Twitter
as they near the downtown campus. Typical
tweets emphasize those lots on the Roo Ex-
press bus line-which is a free shuttle service
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available to all Zip Card-carrying members of the university
family. Roo Express (named for the university's mascot, Zippy the
Kangaroo) serves many ofthe parking decks and lots around the
university.
The main function of Parking Twitter, however, is to alert
students, in close to real time, about available spaces. Each tweet
is time-stamped so the students can tell how current the informa-
tion is. It can also tweet students when the Roo Express buses are
delayed or musl change routing.
There are environmental pluses as we11.\A4ri1e saving gas is not
the intention of the program, every minute of idling time saved
and every mile of looping around the block avoided is a bonus for
the environment.
The Parking Twitter at Akron U has become almost a hall-
mark of the morning commute for many students. "The students
use it, and they love it," says Kathie J. Ruther, manager, telecom-
munications, at Akron U.
"It iust kind of grew-with the support of our IT and network
folks," Ruther continues. This is one issue that did not land on the
telecommunications desk. Rather it is administered by the park-
ing staff, which handles all the miscellaneous activities including
the updates of the parking situation on this urban campus.
To boost usage, Coleman says they plan to use the university's
weekly e-mail news blast to publicize Parking Twitter and to put
fliers in with the multitude of parking permits mailed out.
Ruther says that, as much as for any single individual, the
credit for the success of the program goes to Coleman, "who is the
perfect techno-geek." But Coleman is quick to note the help they
get from the parking enforcement staff. The meter checkers are
the ones who radio in information about available spots.
Cost of the program is minimal. Existing staff has even been
able to absorb the additional workload.
Coleman has several pieces of advice for other schools trying
the same type of program. "One lesson we learned is that there is
a baiance between signal and noise," he says, drawing on his radio
background. By that he means the single largest complaint they got
from students about the program was the number of tweets sent
daily.
"Dial it back. Students don't want four or five messages a day,"
Coleman continues. So Parking will not tweet if only three or four
spaces are available at a garage. But if 20 spots open, there will be a
message.
Demand is highest early in the semester when new students
struggle to find spaces and returning students try to learn where to
park near buildings where they never before had classes. But after a
couple of weeks, patterns set in. "students adjust their patterns and
strategies," Coleman says.
'After that, we just stick to
news or events."
UVU Looks to the Big Screen
Utah Va1ley University
(UVU) in Orem, Utah,
found another way to get
the word out. UVU avoided
the little cellular phone
screens and went big. Re-
ally BIG.
UVU is Utah's newest
university, having obtained
university status on fuly
1, 2008. From its start as a
small technical college in
1941, it has grown to become the second-largest public university
in Utah. There are more than 26,000 students on campus, and the
administration regularly reaches out to them with 46-inch screens
that broadcast a wide range of information to both students and
staff.
UVU wanted a cutting-edge way to stay in touch with its stu-
dent body last year. It found the solution in digital signage posted
in key buildings around campus. UVU partnered with Capta-
Vision of Salt Lake City to develop a digital signage network that
serves informational, branding, entertainment, and emergency
broadcast needs on campus. Both the small-screen and big-screen
strategies have proved popular and successful.
Through an ongoing integration, UVU found a vendor to help
install 17 ofthe 46-inch LCD flat-panel screens it uses to broadcast
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events. The integration of the 17 screens forms a network powered
by Scala software. Currently, the network is campus-wide with dis-
plays in locations such as the library, student center, and adminis-
tration building. UVU selected high-traffic areas for the screens in
order to effectively broadcast UVU-related information, including
calendars, RSS feeds, events, posters, and 3O-second videos.
"This was an upgrade to a system we installed about 12 years
ago to disseminate information across campus," says Tiavis Tasker,
director of UVU's media tech support and integration team.
The cost per sign, installed, is about $4,000. Tasker notes that
they could have done it for less money but they went first class
with 1080p displays and full-blown servers. That $4,000 price tag
includes everything from the signs
to the infrastructure, mounts,
backing, and even some necessary
repainting of the walls where the
signs are hung.
Getting the lnformation Out
In addition to the new interior
signage, they have several exterior
signs that are fed through the
same software conduit.
"Our goal was to build an
inexpensive conduit for distribut-
ing information to the masses
while maintaining our campus
image of excellence," Tasker says.
"We want to deiiver a variety of
fresh, relevant content by using and adapting content generation,
distribution, and approval methods already being used in existing
systems and processes."
UVU administrators wanted to give members of the campus
community the ability to control content. Scala software's user-
friendly interface and design capabilities would allow approved
members of the university to develop and schedule their own
content and select which screens it would play on.
There are basically two different realms for posting. Since
several screens are located in department areas, each different
department has an area administrator who can upload content to
its own displays. On the software, Tasker explains, there is a box to
check to send the material campuswide. Otherwise, it stays local. If
the theatre department wants to promote a call for actors to be in
an upcoming play to students in the
if it wants to promote ticket sales for
do that, too.
department, it can do so. But
that play campuswide, it can
"Using Scala software for content generation and distribution,
lfVU's administrators and information technology officers have
found digital signage offers a low_cost and efficient way to deliver
fresh, relevant information to students, faculty, and staff,, explains
Marcello Gasperini, sales and marketing director for Capta_Vision.
Moving forward, UVU is hoping to use digital signage in its
college of business for a finance lab that emulates the Wall Street
experience. Only two other universities in the United States have
these labs, which include video walls, RSS feeds, touch screens, and
a host of other digital signage hardware and software technologies.
From the big screen to the small cell phone screen, these two
colleges are using new technologies and creative thinking to com_
municate more effectively on campus.
curt Harrer is a contributing editor to the ACUTA Journar.A rreerance writer who
also speaks on technology topics, curt can be reached at curt@curtharler.com.
All content goes through a check that ranges from spelling and
branding to a check to be sure it is not offensive. ..If there is even
the slightest question, it goes to the college marketing people,,,
Thsker says. Even local postings get checked daily.
Keys to Success
Tasker says one of the keys to rolling out such a system is to get in_
volvement from all the parties on campus who are interested..,We
took all of their input and did a lot of research to match what thev
wanted to what we could find,,, he continues.
Thsker adds a word of caution: Have funding in place prior to
doing any such job. "We did it backwards,,,he says. ..Kind of an .if
you build it the funding will come,approach,,,he says. But, as they
built the network, funding really did come, Thsker says. It went so
well that they plan another 30 displays this year.
Paul Korzeniowski
Deia vu: Unified Communications
Attention Shifts to Cloud Telephony
A pair of jeans can hang in a closet for
many years, and then voila, one day they
will be back in fashion' The same para-
digm holds true for voice communica-
tions. Recent changes in how organizations
deploy and manage their IT resources are
pushing academic institutions away from
premises- based solutions. Cloud comPut-
ing has become all the rage recently' "Cloud
computing offers academic organizations
the potential to reduce costs, speed deploy-
ments, and ease maintenance," stated Mark
Nicolett, vice president at Gartner'
Yet, talk about the latest fad should
seem quite familiar to seasoned commu-
nications managers. Cloud services' design
resembles that of the worn jeans sitting in
the bottom of the closet. Centrex sprang uP
in the 1960s but PSTN Centrex faded from
the headlines at the turn of the millennium
when new Internet-based communications
options emerged. Centrex has a similar
design to new cloud-based unified commu-
nications (UC) services: after all, the basic
goal with cloud computing is to offload a
company's deployment and maintenance of
its communications system from its site to
that of a third PartY.
While cloud UC services have evolved
from a well-known pedigree, the ser-
vices themselves are in a nascent stage of
development for a variety of reasons' The
underlying infrastructure to support such
services is still being designed' The most
likely service providers, traditional telcos'
have been slow to embrace cloud services'
Consequently, academic institutions will
find more cloud UC service providers avail-
able as the market matures'
How Can I Contact You?
Executives are often overwhelmed by the
increasing effort required to deal with so
many communications channels: voice,
e-mail, instant messaging, presence, calen-
dar/scheduling, wireless, video, and online
fiIe sharing. UC has the potential to help
academic organizations communicate more
quickly and more efficiently by consolidat-
ing these different channels into a single
system. As a result, employees can spend
more time responding to their communica-
tions and less time sifting through them'
Despite the promise, UC has been slow
to make its way into the academic main-
stream. Henry Dewing, principal analyst
at Forrester Research Inc., estimated that
fewer than 10 percent of organizations have
deployed UC applications. Barriers, such
as uncertainty about the potential payback
and the high cost to upgrade voice infra-
structures to supPort UC, have stymied its
growth.
Cloud comPuting has the Potential
to address those issues. Because of the
economic downturn, most universities
cannot make steep, up-front investments
in hardware, networkinS, software integra-
tion, and staff. Cloud computing trades the
traditional IT model in for a service with a
more predictable cost. The new option can
also help to speed up application deploy-
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ment. Colleges typically take a few to several months to get an
application into production. With cloud computing, the process
can be scaled down to as little as a few days. In addition, the
cloud approach enables universities to add and drop applications
dynamically as business drivers change.
Vendors as well as customers may benefit from cloud services.
The services'steady revenue stream can be more stable than the
fluctuations often seen with traditional IT purchases. Suppli_
ers are also able to maximize the return on their data center and
network equipment. virtualization alows them to service tens,
hundreds, and even thousands of business subscribers on one
system, spreading out operating expenses, lowering prices, and
attracting more customers.
and trixbox Pro product lines are based on a hybrid/hosted archi_
tecture and the popular open_source Asterisk Ip pBX.
. PanTerra Networks is a leading provider of UC cloud solutions
for higher-education institutions. The company,s WorldSmart
Suites provide communication, collaboration, call center, and mes_
saging services, including voice calls, Web meetings and confer-
ences, secure instant messaging, multimedia conferencing, remote
desktop sharing, and ACD/call center services.
. Smoothstone Ip Communications is a nationwide Ip com_
munications provider that designs and supports VoIp solutions
for medium-size academicinstitutions. The companyt Ip com_
munications platform supports centrally managed solutions over a
private, nationwide network.
The Few, the Proud, the Cloud UC Service providers
Yet to date, these services are scarce and available from onlv
a handful of relatively unknown vendors:
' Apptix supplies hosted e-mail, voice, and collaboration
services to academic institutions under a variety of brands.
With 150,000 existing subscribers and 1,400 customers, the
vendor has concentrated on providing hosted versions of
Microsoft's Exchange and Sharepoint products.
. BroadSoft's focus has been largely on providing VoIp ap_
plication software, so carriers can deliver hosted telephony
and multimedia services. The companyt BroadWorks prod_
uct line is used worldwide by carriers such as Korea Telecom,
KPN, Sprint, T-System, and Verizon.
. CallTowert unified communications solutions are based
on the Cisco CallManager, Cisco Ip Contact Center, Micro_
soft Exchange Server, and Microsoft Live Communications
Server. CallTower has bundled these different products into
its proprietary CallTower vXML VoiceCube voice_messaging
platform.
. Cypress Communications has focused on delivering
hosted IP communications services, such as UC, digital and
IP phones, unlimited calling, business-class Internet connec_
tivity, firewalls, security and VpN solutions, and audio/Web
conferencing solutions. The company connects more than
65,000 phones at more than 6,500 commercial locations.
. Fonality is a leader in business phone systems and con_
tact center solutions. Used by more than 5,000 companies
and 125,000 end users in 100 countries, Fonalityt pBXtra
Contact lCall todayto find out more!
(800)356-9148
www.lcall.com
info@lcall.com
TCarr
What's Missing?
The small number of offerings stems from
a variety of factors. First, the underly-
ing platform to support UC applications
requires a number of sophisticated features'
Because users expect their voice systems
to always be operating, the platforms must
include high-density carrier-grade avail-
ability features; multi-tenancy technology;
top-of-the-line reliability; and support
for modular class of services. In addition,
the devices need to work with a bery of
application requirements, such as collabo-
ration software, e-mail, mobile access, and
voicemail. They need to be able to suPport
multiple companies on a single system and
also have the billing and support pieces
in place so third parties can service their
customers. Many of the current IP PBX
systems were designed as premises-based
solutions and lack the functionality needed
to be used in the cloud. IP PBX vendors
have been moving to fill product voids;
however, in most cases, work still remains
before their platforms are fully capable of
supporting cloud UC services'
Microsoft has been trying to become
more of a player in the voice market, and its
Microsoft Office Communications Server
(OCS) has been positioned in some circles
as a possible PBX replacement' However'
the Microsoft product line was born from
a data family tree' lacks needed telephony
features, and therefore requires a great deal
of customization to be transformed into a
UC solution. Rather than go after tradi-
tional voice communications, Microsoft
has concentrated on new Internet-based
collaboration features, such as Web confer-
encing, e-mail management, and presence'
Cisco has been taking a similar aP-
proach with its UC thrust' The company
has been gradually expanding its WebEx
line, so it can support more than just online
meetings. Near the end of 2008, the vendor
enhanced Cisco WebEx Connect, so it
provides a toolbox, including wikis, calen-
daring, and social bookmarking features
for individuals working with collaborative
data. Underlying the Cisco architecture is
the company's UC system, which supplies
the basic voice capabilities, and the vendor
has been gradually enhancing that system
so it can be used with cloud services'
Siemens Communications has also tried
to open up its system to cloud service pro-
viders. The vendor's OpenScape provides
messaging, conferencing, collaboration'
team presence, and mobility functions that
can be integrated with existing productiv-
ity applications, such as Microsoft Ex-
change and IBM's Lotus Notes' Siemens
OpenScape UC product portfolio includes
OpenScape Enterprise Hosted, a platform
aimed at service providers looking to cre-
ate a UC managed service for small and
What Makes a Cloud a Cloud?
What does cloud computing really mean? The answer depends on who is talking
becausethedividinglinesbetweencloudcomputing'SaaS(softwareasaservice)'and
hosted applications are as muddled as a riverbed during a rainstorm. In fact' version
one asked 110 senior finance professionals what the terrn cloud comPutingrneant 
and
67 percent admitted that they didn't know'
The evolution of these different terms began during the dotcom boom' Then the
notion of offloading computing resources from a company's premises to the Web 
was
characterizedastheapplicationserviceprovider(ASP)model'Foravarietyofreasons'
this notion did not take root as quickly as expected' so vendors junked the term'
Hosted systems was another moniker that arose about the same time. Initially, it
focused on web hosting, and attempts to broaden its use to define other services met
with mixed results. In most cases, these services basically offloaded the running of a
company's computer system to a third party'
Eventually, a different type of approach emerged. Rather than simply recreate a
company,sexistinginfrastructureonhardwarestationedinavendor'sdatacenter,ser-
vices arose where a number of corporations'systems were consolidated onto a single
server.
Cloudcomputingbecamethebucketwhereallofthesevariousapproacheswere
dumped. It relies on concePts, such as virtualization' whereby a comPany runs a
virtual data center and some or all of its IT infrastructure is overseen by a third party'
Because its meaning is so broad, a wide (and ever-expanding) variety of services has
beenthrownintothecloudcomputingbucket.SaaS,PaaS(platform-as.a-service)'
IaaS (infrastructure-as-a-service), and Xaas, (where X can be software' platform, or
infrastructure) have been gaining various levels of acceptance. Because these different
terms are still evolving, there is no consensus about the various definitions nor a clear
understanding of who should be the iudge of whether new terms should be accepted'
So, at least for the moment, the definition of cloud computing remains, well, cloudy'
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medium-size colleges. Siemens teamed up
with Accenture and Ensim to build out th;
necessary provisioning, billing, and man_
agement software interfaces needed to turn
OpenScape into a cloud platform.
Send in the Telcos
With much of the underlying equipment
still evolving, the well-established carriers
have remained largely on the UC cloud
sidelines. AI&T has offered customers a
utility-computing cloud service, a la those
from Amazon, but has done little in the
way of UC. Verizon Business dipped its toe
in the UC space with a managed offering
designed for use in small contact centers
that have fewer than 300 agents.
Because few services are available, the
number of deployments has been low
"Migration to UC cloud services has moved
slower than expected,,, stated Forrester Re-
search's Dewing. To date, most universities
are evaluating rather than deploying cloud
UC services. Wainhouse Research estimated
that the U.S. market for cloud UC services
would reach $200 million in 2009.
Texas A&M, which has 47,000 students
and 1 7,000 faculty and staff, has been at the
forefront of adoption. In 2005, it decided
that the time had come to move away from
the university's Centrex service, which had
become outdated and difficult to maintain.
"We put an eight-year plan in place so we
could migrate from Centrex to a more
modern IP telecommunications infrastruc_
ture," noted Walt Magnussen, director of
telecommunications at the university.
In the first phase, the university decided
to use a BroadSoft switch hosted byVerizon
to support its cloud UC services. A cloud
approach was selected because the univer_
sity did not want to allocate a lot of its staff
to maintaining the switch. In addition to
easing maintenance, the change allowed
the university to offer a wider variety of
services to users. About half of the cam_
pus connections have been upgraded to
the BroadSoft switch, and the plan is to
upgrade the rest of the campus in the next
year or so.
Many other universities are expected to
follow Texas A&M's lead. Wainhouse proj_
ects that the market for cloud UC services
will reach $5 billion in 2}l4,which trans-
lates to a compound annual growth rate of
98.3 percent. Such optimism is based on
newVoIP switches being developed that
can support cloud UC servicest the emer_
gence of connections from these systems
to telco back-office applications; estab_
lished telcos moving into the marketplace;
universities broadening their understand_
ing of cloud computing; and academic
institutions embracing the notion of cloud
computing. In effect, cloud computing may
only be worn by trendsetters now but will
become the communications industry,s
latest fashion rage in a few years.
Paul Korzeniowski is a freelance writer who special_
izes in telecommunications and networking issues.
He can be reached at paulkorzen@aol.com.
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TAMU Telecom Works from Home
Has the HlNl pandemic hit your depart-
ment yet? Because of HlNl, we all know how
a pandemic flu differs from other outbreaks
of influenza. The Centers for Disease Control
describes a pandemic flu as one that appears
over a wide geographic area and affects an ex-
ceptionally high proportion of the population'
According to medical statistics, a pandemic
has occurred about three times each century
since the 1500s-or about every 10 to 50
years. Some of us can remember the pandem-
ics in 1957-1958 and 1968-1969' But the best
known was the pandemic of 1918-1919 that
resulted in more than 40 million deaths world-
wide. The question does not seem to be will
there be another pandemic, but rather when
will it occur and how severe will it be?
In dealing with a pandemic, the World
Health Organization has a list of recommen-
dations, two of which are:
. Advise mem-
bers of households
to minimize their
interaction outside of
the home and to isolate
themselves at the first
sign of any influenza
symptoms.
. Prepare to switch
to pandemic working
arrangements'
A recent develoP-
ment with the HlNl
flu is the trend toward
complete shutdown
of organizations at
the early signs of a
pandemic outbreak.
While that does tend to reduce the number of
infections, it has serious implications for de-
partments like those represented by ACUTA'
Many of us provide mission-critical services'
which means that we cannot afford to shut
down our oPerations.
The Challenge
The telecommunications department at Texas
A&M University (TAMU) recently consid-
ered the question "How would you continue
operations in the event of a pandemic?" In
response, we undertook two initiatives' The
first was to document resources available for
other departments to work at home (check
out the website shown in Figure 1 at http://
it.tamu. edu/Work-from-Home-Resources'
php), and the second was to do a work-at-
home exercise.
The work-at-home exercise involved
members of my senior staff selecting one
day each month for three months to work at
home. They were asked to select the day' let
the other team members know when they
would be working at home, then document
results of their experience' Team members
who participated in this effort were Mark
Herro, assistant director; Deb Duncan' infor-
mation technology manager; Melanie Leggett'
assistant to the director; Jana McDonald'
customer service representative; and Chris
Norton, lead systems administrator'
Crltical Resources
The following were found to be critical
resources based on the experiences of the
exercise:
' Broadband access. This is the key to all
other services working. Most common are
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either DSL or cable modem; however, satel_
lite or wireless will work if employees live
in areas where the former are not available.
TAMU telecommunications procedures al_
low for university-provided broadband ac_
cess at home if the employee is required to
be available 2417 and,if there are remotely
accessible tools available to the employee
that would allow faster restoration of ser_
vices.
. The means to remotely transfer tele_
phone lines to the home. This can either be
a Web portal to the campus switch, a voice
mail Web portal, or a VoIp phone (soft
client is fine) at home. The Web portal that
our campus VoIp switch supports allows
a homebound user to access a secure http
iogin to a front end to the switch. This
access then allows the person to remotely
forward their office phone to a remote
location. Deb noted that it is good to block
outgoing caller ID ifyou are using your
home phone as the work-at-home device.
. Conference bridge services. It is impor_
tant to be able to set up an ad hoc confer_
ence call that replaces face_to_face office
meetings. We use a combination of a Nortel
conference bridge server for on_campus_
only conferences and a Verizon_provided
conference bridge service that provides
an 800 number to each deparlment (to be
used for billing). This service allows depart_
ments to establish their own conferences
with no telecommunications intervention.
It also supports a cellular application that
allows me to push a single button which
pulls my senior staff into a call on the fly.
. VPN access. Many of the applications
we access on a daily basis are not available
off campus for security reasons. For this
reason, it is important that staffwho need
to work at home not only have VpN access
from their work-at-home computers but
that it be tested as well, a lesson that Mela_
nie learned on her first day at home.
. Access to Folders. /ana and Deb com_
mented that it was difficult to work without
access to folders, both paper and desktop.
For the former, we will work on a docu_
ment-imaging project over the next two
years with the hope of eventually elimi_
nating all paper. We were able to support
remote workstation access through the use
of remote desktop software. We had our
security folks look at the implementation
to make sure that the risk of hacking was
at least reduced. (It cannot be eliminated
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completely if you believe as I do that no
computer connected to any network is
completelY secure.)
. Printer. Melanie had issues with mak-
ing the at-home printer work with some of
the applications we use. We were able to get
around this by adding the remote printers
to the office iPrint Print manager'
. Faxorscanner. It is unfortunate,but
we still seem to live in a world where some
documents have to be signed and returned'
I had an issue with the lack of remote fax
capabilities that would have facilitated this'
I am not sure of an easy way to resolve this
issue.
. Departmental secure webPage' We
found that it is important to have the lists
of vendor contacts, departmental SOPs'
and other critical documents available on a
secure dePartmental webPage'
. Document sharing. TAMU uses the
Centra websharing application that allows
us to do remote document and application
sharing when necessary.
. Video conference capabilities' Some
staff expressed a desire for video conference
capabilities, and while TAMU has extensive
.oppo., for such services, we did not utilize
them during our exercise' Had we used
them, it would have taken away one of the
benefits of work at home-the luxury of
not having to shave!
Conclusion
Our work-at-home exercise was restricted
to a small group of people who understand
technology and have planned access as
well as all the tech sawy people to suPPort
them. In a real pandemic the need will be
much, much greater and the issues much
more confusing and hectic to deal with'
In planning for a real pandemic (or other
emergency)' each department should de-
velop its own plan and identifr how it's go-
ing to cope more or less on its own' No easy
task. We do feel that participating in this
exercise helped to increase our awareness
of some ot the challenges we would face if
working at home became necessary'
I asked mY staff for a few summarY
comments. Overall, they found the experi-
ence to be worth the effort' Both Mark and
Deb commented that distractions at home
were a challenge (i'e., a barking dog during
a conference call). Melanie commented that
there is no way for technology to replace
the human contact factor that is lost in
a work-at-home situation' My personal
situation ended up with this being more
than a few days' exercise when I sPent three
weeks working in Minnesota as my mother
battled terminal cancer'
While the Pandemic aPPears to be
where we are focusing all of our attention'
we never really know what will lead us to
implement an emergency plan' I highly
recommend that all camPuses replicate this
exercise and encourage others to share their
flndings via a follow-up lournal article or
listserv Posting.
Walt Magnussen ls the director of telecommunica-
tions at Texas A&M University in College Station A
former ACUTA president and a frequent speaker at
ACUTA events, he can be reached at wmagnussen @
mail.telecom.tamu.edu. a
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Electronic Textbooks:
A New Wave Approaches
I still own a Rocket eBook, a little wonder
purchased in l99g from NuvoMedia Inc.,
because I believed that the e_book wave
would carry forward and open the door for
both e-books and e-textbooks. I dreamed that
the e-book reader in my hands would start
a revolution and that electronic textbooks
would offer an alternative to massive and
expensive print textbooks. It didn,t happen
in 1998. The e-textbook dream did not ride
the wave then, but it may be approaching our
shores riding on a tsunami today. Changes are
coming, along with the potential for increased
network traffic and increased wireless con_
nectivity issues that may arise from each new
wave. But first:
What Happened to the Rocket eBook?
The Rocket eBook was purchased by Gemstar
Ltd. in the year 2000 and was remanufactured
by RCA as the REB 1100. On all versions, the
resolution is 106 dpi or 4g0 x 320 pixels on a
4.5 x 3 inch touch screen, and although they
can display images, it is in black and white_
pretty rough. The Rocket eBook connects to
my PC via the serial port (remember those?)
and my REB 1100 by a USB connection. The
adjustable brightness of the backlit screens
and variable Verdana tlrpeface they display
was a godsend for tired eyes, compared to
reading on CRTs. This was before the advent
of e-ink technology.
However, on June 1g,2003, Gemstar an_
nounced it would no long manufacture the
eBook and would stop selling content on luly
16, 2003. Although some efforts continue to
provide content for the devices, they are no
longer being manufactured. Fortunately, that
did not end the dream.
Electronic editions of consumer books have
flourished in recent years because of their
flexibility and price. E-books may be read
on computers, smartphones, pDAs, and
dedicated e-book devices like the Sony
Reader and the Amazon Kindle. The new_
est devices use e-ink technology, which
improves both readability and battery
life on these devices. Although expensive,
their prices are coming down and should
continue to decline as more devices join the
fray andmore options arise. Should this
concern chief information officers and net_
work managers at universities and colleges?
I think so.
Here Come the E-textbooks
They are on the way. Driving the change
from print technology to e-textbooks are
several heavyweight factors. The physi_
cal weight of the books and the weight of
their price tags seem to be the two primary
considerations. What student has not com_
plained about paying hundreds of dollars
for a textbook and about hauling the pricey
tome from class to class? Their complaints
have been heard, and two possible solu_
tions are developing concurrently: the use
of dedicated e-book readers and the online
delivery of electronic editions of textbooks
and supporting materials to a computer
screen near you.
Kindle-ing for the Fire
Serge Goldstein, associate chief information
officer and director of academic services
at Princeton University, said,.A door has
opened, one that likely cannot be closed
again. Despite early experiments with
reading devices which failed for a variety of
reasons, the time has come to embrace these,
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The students report on the pluses and minuses of the e-textbook
experience, and they get to keep the devices'
What do the schools gain? Information used in classes' used to
supplement textbooks, put on reserve in libraries' and being 
pub-
lished o.rtslde the traditional print outlets is going digital' students
don t like to read this material on their glowing comPuter screens
because of the poor resolution and transmitted light (which tires
and hurts the eyes), so they print it' This uPsurge in printing has
only increased as the amount of electronic material has increased'
so it makes economic sense to find alternatives to the printed page'
The extreme cost of printed textbooks is becoming burdensome;
as is the sheer weight of the books themselves' These forces and the
additional search, annotation, and sharing capabilities of the elec-
tronic texts will continue to drive materials online' Schools benefit
from reduced printing costs and use less paper' reducing environ-
mental impact. In addition, readers could help both universities
and their IT departments make online materials more accessible to
students with vision problems-on a wireless basis'
technologies and to prepare for the impact' from academic depart-
ments to networking to telecommunications' The driving forces'
however, may be missed by those focused solely on networking'"
princeton is one of seven colleges and universities participating
in a pilot project, working with Amazon's Kindle DX electronic
reader, to study whether using an electronic reader can reduce the
use of paper while preserving the benefits of the traditional class-
.oo- 
"rp..i.nce. foining 
Princeton are Arizona State University'
Case Western Reserve University, Reed College' Pace University'
theDardenSchoolofBusinessattheUniversityofVirginia,and
the University of Washington' Between 40 and 50 students at each
school will receive the devices to display both the primary text-
books and online support and reserve materials for several classes'
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Initial results from the study are limited but indicate the following:
. The network footprint of the current reading devices is negli-
gible, but that could change if there are 4'000 students instead of 40
It.rd".rt. connecting to download documents' texts' and books-
and now, to share annotations'
. As expected, the reactions of students are mixed; however' the
test has just started. More time is needed'
. The text-to-speech feature, with modification' may be useful as
an aid to students with vision problems'
. The number of textbooks available for the Kindle and other
reading devices is small, but that will likely change'
. The experiment will almost certainly result in changes to the
reading devices, making them more pedagogically useful'
. A likely result of this and other experiments will be devices with
more capabilities (i.e., color, better graphics handling' and more
functionality for interaction), and these devices will have a greater
impact on networking and telecommunications'
. As devices (perhaps with features akin to netbooks) with
improved readability and functionality develop' the amount of
information available in online and interactive formats will in-
crease dramatically, creating even more impact on networking and
telecommunications.
The Online Approach ls Already Here
Not everyone is convinced that dedicated e-readers are the future
of electronic textbooks. Online and CD/DVD-based supplements
for printed texts are nothing new' However' since 2004' several
Two Tough Questions
During the research on this topic, two tough questions repeat-
edly surfaced-questions that have no simple answers' but beg
to be considered.
First, will digital rights management (DRIA) and security
issues plague e-books and e-textbooks as they did digital music?
There have already been claims that individuals have broken
or circumvented the digital rights management features of e-
books, both for Kindle and other e-readers' Remembering the
battles with users over unauthorized sharing of audio files' we
have to ask if history will repeat itself' If so' can we apply the
Iessons we learned from these earlier situations? Will the open-
source ePub format and a standardized DRM format allow
e-textbooks to be read on multiple devices' as with MP3 audio
files? A1so, will they open security holes in existing networks? It
istoosoontoknowforcertain,butincreasingadoptionofthe
ePub format shows Promise'
Second, will there be enough spectrum available to handle
the burgeoning increases in broadband wireless data transfer?
In fanuary 2009, aCisco report estimated that today's smart-
phones have more than 30 times the impact of the standard cell
pho.r" und the traffic caused by laptops with wireless modems
is eren greater. Although it is unlikely that e-book readers like
Kindle or the new Nook from Barnes and Noble will cause any
huge bumps in usage, they may well be affected by overloaded
and congested networks with unpredictable results' followed by
predictatle complaints. Today's 3G networks may be handling
the current traffic, but 4G netrvorks are probably two years away
from implementation. Efforts to increase available sPectrum are
under way, as are efforts to better use the available sPectrum'
enterprising companies have taken the online textbook beyond
supplementary materials and are offering entire textbooks, by
subscription, both to faculty who want to review and/or use the
textbooks and to students who want to access their full textbooks
online. The cost savings can be substantial, plus there is no heavy
book to lug from class to class, and no book to try to sell back to
the bookstore at the end of the semester.
These online texts are not simply the electronic version of the
textual content, but are the full-color pages, paginated the same
as the printed textbook. This is an advantage the online text_
books have over the e-textbooks on the Kindle or other e-readers,
because faculty members are concerned about page references and
citations. The chief disadvantages to reading online textbooks are
the limited resolution of computer screens (-72 dpi) and the eye-
taxing effects of transmitted light from backlit screens. This may
increase the amount of local printing, something the study with
e-readers seeks to reduce or eliminate.
Companies providing online textbooks include: Cours_
eSmart, LLC (www.coursesmart.com), with more than
7,000 textbooks available in both online and downloadable
formats; Textbooks.com, with more than 10,000 textbooks
available as Adobe Digital Edirions (readable for at least 12
months); and TextbookMedia.com with free "StudyBreak,,
textbooks on a Flash-based platform, and which include
break-in advertisements that provide "study breaks,, and
require Microsoft's Silverlight,.. Delivery methods and
software differ, but all share the same destination: your
computer screen.
The potential for increased network traffic is significant
for textbooks accessed online, especially if accessed simul-
taneously by large groups of students in classrooms across
campus. Most of these products and the many versions of
online supplemental materials work well with online course
delivery packages like Blackboard and are designed to blend
with the textbook (or e-textbook) as well as course materials
provided to the instructor-such as study guides, quiz ques-
tions, and additional resources. Students will want and need
wireless access to these materials across campus and off
campus. Instructors will access textbooks online to display
content during lectures. As interactive materials become
available, the amount and immediacy of network traffic will
also increase.
So, What about the Dream?
Will the e-textbook revolution begin now? Some believe it
has already begun. Are dead-tree textbooks a thing of the
past? No. Printed textbooks will be around for a long time,
despite being both economically and gravitationally challenging.
However, the upsurge in online support materials is an accom-
plished fact, and the move to less expensive and more easily up_
dated and sustainable e-textbooks is inevitable. A sustained surge
in online material is coming whether it appears on a CRT screen,
an LCD screen, or the e-paper screen of a next-generation e_reader.
This traffic will continue to increase as the diversity in for_
mats and delivery methods increases. In the study cited above, the
smaller footprint of devices like the Kindle could be good news for
networking and telecommunications professionals. yet, we cannot
afford to ignore these first rumblings of change.
A frequent contributor to the ACUTA Journat, Mick McKellar is a freelance writer
living in Michigan's Upper Peninsula. Reach him at mick@mmnetwork.info.
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Marquette University was at a crossroads
with a telephone system that was aging
and costly and could not provide new te-
lephony features. A long-term vision was
agreed to that would move the university
from the legacy system with its typical
digital PBX using Octel voicemail to a
complete VoIP environment.
There had already been a pilot deploy-
ment of Cisco's VoIP system. As funding
was provided, new buildings came online
and areas were renoYated, the vision was
to implement Cisco VoIP. However, the
legacy Octel voicemail system did not have
the ability to work with both telephone
systems. In addition, there was a need to
move toward unified voice messaging with
the VoIP system.
The lowest-cost and most feature-rich
solution was Microsoft Unified Communi-
cations in combination with the university
e-mail standard, Microsoft Exchange, and
its integrated voicemail. In six months'
time, by combining voicemail and e-mail
into one system, Marquette created a path
that allows a phased implementation of
VoIP with the great side benefit of stream-
lined communication across the university'
In addition, as the university now moves
forward with a VoIP implementation, it
no longer has to look at costly voicemail
solutions.
Ihe IT services department rolled out
the MS Unified Communications solution
as part of the upgrade to Exchange 2007'
Microsoft 's Unifi ed Communications
offers a convenient and integrated way
to communicate. It has many options for
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accessing and managing communications,
including such tools as instant messaging
(IM), voice, e-mail and Web conferencing.
MS Unifi ed Communications integrated
with the MS Exchange e-mail servers pro-
vides access to voicemail using an e-mail
client (such as Outlook) or by using the
telephone.
Planning, Leadership and Management Support
The MS Unified Communications sug-
gestion originated in the information
technology services department, and the
university administration and faculty have
embraced it enthusiasticallY.
With approximately 3,000 faculty and
staff using about 7,500 phone numbers, a
rollout of MS Unified Communications
needed to be done carefully. IT services
executives decided to run the endeavor as a
formal project with a project manager from
the IT project management office taking
the lead. A project team of IT professionals
was created that included representatives
from the networks, systems, telecommuni-
cations, desktop support, and training areas.
The project team chose the IT services
department and a few other offices within
the university to be the pilot group for
MS Unilied Communications. After the
pilot phase, IT services conducted a survey,
which showed that this is the single most
favorably received implementation project
IT Services has ever conducted-77 petcent
of survey respondents rated this project
excellent or very good.
The project team decided it was best
to rollout MS Unified Communication
to university staff during the summer of
2008, but the rollout for faculty would wait
until they returned for the fall semester in
August. Areas where there are automated
phone attendants would be last. A rollout
schedule was formalized, a website for
project information was developed, train-
ing material was created, and one-hour
training sessions were offered.
Promotion of Technology and Maturity of Effort
The mission of the information technology
services department at Marquette Univer-
sity is to deliver technology leadership and
quality services proactively, thereby helping
Marquette University fulfill its mission of
excellence, faith, leadership, and service.
One of the key drivers to the success of
MU's IT services is the effective utilization
of the project management office (PMO).
The major initiatives of the department are
done via the PMO, and once the projects
are completed, the work is turned over to
operations for day-to-day maintenance
and support. IT services also is a strong
proponent of IT service management and
utilizes the ITIL (Information Technology
Infrastructure Library) framework.
The MS Unified Communications
project was initiated in the same manner
as most IT projects. The standard project
methodology was used with the project.
While VolP implementations and unified
communications are generally the trend
with most organizations, the implementa-
tion through the PMO made the planning
and implementation easier. One standard
part of the proiect methodology was to
develop a communications plan. This al-
lowed the project team to proactively think
through the implementation so they could
identif. risks and see the Iikelihood of
confusion in implementing it. This means
that change management is considered an
integral part of the project, not an after-
thought.
The project was promoted in a num-
ber of ways, including University News
Briefs, e-mail, and a project Web page. The
Web page includes a number of helpful
areas, such as the project's implementa-
tion schedule, step-by step instructions on
how to access voice mail, a description of
the features of unified communications,
instructions for people who share phone
lines, a schedule of the one-hour training
sessions being offered by IT services for MS
Unified Communications, Iinks to quick-
start guides that people can download, and
a FAQ section.
The most valuable benefit of MS Uni-
fied Communications is that it allows the
faculty and staff of Marquette to commu-
nicate via one system. Now no one has to
check both e-mail and voicemail systems.
Marquette faculty and staff can call in and
hear voicemail, e-mail, and calendar entries
via the phone, or they can log into the
university's messaging system and do the
same. Given that many people have mobile
devices that tie in to Exchange for e-mail,
users can now access office voicemail and
even see missed calls via their mobile de-
vice. In addition, security alerts that were
once accessible only by voicemail can now
be accessed via e-mail as well.
Some of the advanced features of MS
Unified Communications include mobility,
presence, and audio and video conferenc-
ing, which Marquette is just beginning to
employ. In short, MS Unifled Communica-
tions will unite existing communication
tools with everyday productivity systems to
deliver a comprehensive communication
product across applications and devices
and provide the necessary infrastructure
to move the university to VoIP. The goal
will be to expand the use of these tools via
general communication and specialized
training for faculty and staff.
Quality, Performance, and Productivity Mea-
surements
The MS Unified Communications sugges-
tion originated in the information technol-
ogy services department, and the university
administration and faculty embraced it
enthusiastically. In fact,
some staff and faculty mem-
bers called IT services to see
if they could be moved up in
the schedule for connection
to the new system. After
the pilot phase, IT services
conducted a survey that
showed that this is the single
most favorably received
implementation project IT
services has conducted.
One question asked was:
"What productivity gains
have you seen from hav-
ing your voicemail in your
inbox?" Responses included the folllowing:
. Easy to find important messages right
away and to listen to them in the order I
prefer.
. I was stuck in the elevator in Haggerty
Hall last week Thursday morning for two
hours. Since I had a laptop with wireless
network connectivity, I was able to use
OWA and check my voicemail. It is conve-
nient to be able to check e-mail/voicemail
remotely (I commute from Chicago area,
so I can easily check voicemail from home
without calling a long-distance number).
. Knowing every call I miss. Being able to
Iisten to voicemail even if I am on hold or
on another call.
. I now know how many calls I have re-
ceived and from whom. I can deal with the
calls in the order I want, one at a time. I can
forward a voice message to another person'
. Since I work remotely, I don't have to
always check for messages, now I know
when I have one, which is wonderful!
. Because I have a Blackberry, I can see
exactly when I have voicemail on my uni-
versity extension, which is great because I
am not usually at my desk. I also really like
the ability to see missed calls.
. Being able to respond directly to a
voicemail with an e-mail saves a bit of time
typing (and verifying you have the right ad-
dress) and ties the separate media together
nicely.
The response from the faculty and staff
perspective has been almost 100 percent
positive.
Cost, Benefit, and Risk Analysis
Due to the aggressive Microsoft pricing that
is part of the university licensing agree-
ment, the direct cost of implementing MS
Unified Communications was modest. The
indirect cost was the labor required by the
IT staff for the implementation, which
would have been required no matter which
system was implemented. The key financial
benefit is the cost avoidance-we didn't opt
for the most expensive system. In addi-
tion, we saved substantially with the elimi-
nation of the Octel Voicemail maintenance
agreement.
Customer Satisfaction and Results to Date
The MS Unified Communications project
at Marquette has been a resounding suc-
cess. The only unanticipated challenge was
the amount of time and effort required to
move users who have a single-to-many or
many-to-one phone requirement (e.g. press
1 for Iohn, press 2 for Mary). It is
a time-consuming process work-
ing with the specific users of those
phones to ensure the accurate
setup in the new system.
The project was com-
pleted by the end of Spring 2009.
It was believed that the imple-
mentation would effect a perma-
nent change, and it has done so.
Numerous users have said they
have not used the telephone to
Iisten to voicemail messages since
the switch to MS unified com-
munications.
This innovative project will allow
Marquette to continue to implement more
advanced features, including mobility,
presence, and audio and video conferenc-
ing, which Marquette is just beginning to
employ. In short, MS Unified Communi-
cations will unite existing communication
tools with everyday productivity systems to
deliver a comprehensive communication
product across applications and devices
and provide the necessary infrastructure
to move the university to VoIP. The uses
are still being defined but will no doubt
enhance communication functionality and
improve productivity.
Mary Simmons is security and network director in lT
services at Marquette University. Reach her at mary.
simmons @ marquette.edu.
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are accustomed to. Technology grants us
opportunity to cultivate new methods of
learning if we're willing to embrace it.
Being always connected is a way of life
for today's students, as is being able to
multitask with electronic devices. The roles
of our librarians are changing in teaching
students how to validate sources of infor-
mation-not just depending on Google
sources. Our resource librarians respond to
students'requests through the use oftext
messaging, e-mail, etc. Demands continue
to increase for more information in many
different forms, and students to access it
electronically whether on campus or off.
In recent surveys of students, we have
found that they would rather have discus-
sion materials, PowerPoints, etc. before
class meetings in order to be able to review
the class content and better interact with
the professor. Learning management sys-
tems are a necessity on campuses providing
access to course materials for review as well
as structured interaction with faculty.
ACUTA: In what ways has this affected
how you deliver support services?
Gloster: Eight years ago Bryant University
consolidated networking, telephony, aca-
demic computing, administrative comput-
ing, audio/video, and the library into an in-
formation services division, creating a vice
presidency. The organization is composed
of four units providing integrated services
for the university community.
Students expect to be able to connect
their end-point devices regardless of type
and have common Internet services avail-
able on the university network (Skype,
IPTV, and video). They anticipate a quality
end-user experience regardless of end-
point type. We are driven to enabling more
mobility/wireless-friendly applications.
The consolidation of the various enti-
ties has provided the flexibility to develop
an electronic campus utilizing the most
current technologies and, in a number of
cases, partnering with technology or-
ganizations piloting new products. The
university prototyped and is operating a
"Green Server Center," and is developing
a plan to phase in the utility management
"Green Campus" conception utilizing the
converged network. We believe that the IS
organization can add value to the campus
by attaining savings in both manpower and
energy with added advantages of access
control, surveillance video, and monitoring
other devices. We believe that the founda-
tion of the network is the key to the future
to residential higher education providing
universal access and interaction.
ACUTA: Since higher education seems to
be perpetually in challenging budget times,
what is your most important financial is-
sue? How are you addressing it?
Gloster: Bryant has been in the forefront in
the deployment of technology as an early
adapter on virtualization, open source, and
energy efficiency that has allowed IT to re-
invest the savings in technology. Currently
Bryant is attempting to develop ways to
analyze applications that would provide
savings to be reinvested in technology.
We have found that it is more important
to partner with other university organiza-
tions in evaluating ways to gain efficiencies
through the use of technology. Savings
right off the top in postage, printing, fil-
ing, etc. We have found that savings can
be gained in the use of electronic books
(Kindle) rather than interlibrary loans
through the reduction of shipping cost and
offering better response to the client.
'rA4rile the budget situation is a chal-
Ienge, it has also provided an opportunity
to become more efficient.
ACUTA: Aside from funding, what issue
are you, as the CIO, currently spending
most of your time addressing?
Gloster: Bryant University provides each
undergraduate student a laptop as a fresh-
man and refreshes it with a new PC for the
junior year. The student is also provided
a VoIP telephone throughout the under-
graduate education experience. This is a
multifaceted challenge including laptops,
netbooks, smartphones, wireless (WiFi/
cell) and the education and entertainment
applications to be supported as well as IP
speakers for health and safety (emergency
response).
Another area that consumes our time
is a town-and-gown application merging
lirst-responder radio traffic with IP. This
application provides the ability to merge
radio frequencies among campus respond-
ers, town emergency responders, and
mutual assistance responders.
We are also evaluating data mining and
other tool sets to analyze hits on our admis-
sion and university websites. This effort
will allow us to analyze and enhance our
websites.
ACUTA: What is the impact of this issue
for your campus? What is your strategy
for addressing this issue?
Gloster: We have had a laptop program for
the past eight years that has proven to be
successful within the university community
as well as wireless coverage throughout the
campus. This experience better prepares the
university to morre to the next level. Our
greatest challenge currently is determining
what the next level is and how to imple-
ment it. We have performed pilots with
several vendors but have not determined
how the various devices will be defined.
Students are eager to participate in the pi-
lot, and their feedback has been very help-
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ful. This continues to have a very positive
impar:t on the campus community.
Relative to our interoperability project
with lirst responders, we continue to refine
the ap,plication providing input for im_
provements to the vendor. We believe that
the application should be further developed
as an emergency response application for
a campus as well as a system integrating Ip
radio ,rnd voice systems supporling stan_
dard o,peration on a campus (i.e., physical
plant, residence life, etc.). We believe that
this ap,plication has assisted Bryant Uni_
versity with the local community and has
provided benefi ts campuswide.
We are contemplating replacing VoIp
phones with smartphones. The obstacles
at present are to overcome replacing a
student's current cell/smartphone and
integra.tion of the technology into the
pedagc,gy and making them part of the
educat.ional experience.
The campus has accumulated and con_
tinues to collect data from various sources,
and we believe that analyzing this data will
improve the way we communicate with our
various constituencies.
ACUTIU Given that a key function of the
CIO's responsibility is preparing the cam_
pus to support future technologies, what
technology changes do you see for your
campus as you look forward five to seven
years?
Gloster: The demand for information will
continue to increase, and the majority of
the devices will be held in the palm of the
hand. At a point in the near future sophisti_
cated intelligent agents will be front_
ending these devices screening, categoriz_
ing, and prioritizing information. We see
the need for more educational material to
be stored or accessed by these devices or
accessed from the network or cloud. We
continue to see voice communications
decline and are beginning to see an increase
in smartphones with multiple capabilities,
i.e, e-mail, texting, video, camera, and a
high usage of applications on the devices.
Custom-designed apps prove to be advan_
tageous for students; i.e., campus events
calendar, bus schedules, athletics schedule,
food services menus, and more. Ease of
mobility is the key to success.
ACUTA: How are you readying the cam_
pus for those changes?
Gloster: In many cases, change is unalter-
ably painful, and we have found that pilot
projects allow for leading by example. At
Bryant University, the library is part of the
information services organization, and
in many cases they are early adapters and
manage the user-based pilots. Librarians are
excellent in assisting faculty in the adoption
of new technology and adapting it in the
pedagogical process much better in many
ways that the technical staff does not.
We are looking into a DAS (distributed
antenna system) for improved cell phone
coverage as well as possible improved wire_
less coverage for overall better mobility.
In the administrative areas, we have a
committee of users that have core technical
and application knowledge, and they assist
in pilot programs. Getting buy-in from the
users in most cases allows for a successful
implementation.
Before any projects are started at Bry_
ant, the president's cabinet defines them
as part of the university's strategic plan.
They are defined as goals by the president,s
cabinet and have shared responsibilities
between the vice presidents of IS and the
vice president(s) of the area served bv the
application.
The strategic planning process and
shared responsibility increases the success
of the technological changes.
Thanks to Art Gloster lor providing such a thorough
overview ol his department's role in supporting his
campus. Reach Art at agloster@bryant.edu.
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Q&A with the CIO
ACUTA: Much of the technologYwe now
support in higher education is driven by
consumer electronics. What decisions
about your technology infrastructure have
been affected bY this and how?
Gloster: Consumer electronics are a main-
stay for students, and they expect the same
capability or more than what they have at
home. What they don't realize is that it is
much more costly to install, maintain, and
manage a wired and wireless network on
a university campus than it is at a residen-
tial home, due to the sophistication of the
equipment required' More and more wire-
less infrastructure is required every year'
Students make no distinction between
wired and wireless for the delivery of
services. They expect campus technology
capabilities to be on par or better when it
comes to Internet commoditized services
such as e-mail collaboration tools, video,
and IPTV. Location-dependent technology
services on campus are a thing of the past'
Device-dependent technology services will
soon follow.
Security, authorization, and virus and
spam protection continue to be a challenge
to the IT organization managing software
licenses, agreement for compliance, as well
as distribution and managing concurrent
user software. The challenge is how we ex-
tend the support models we have in place
to cover this new landscape of devices'
The university supPorts both a wired
infrastructure supporting all campus
spaces used by students, staff, and fac-
ulty overlaid by a wireless infrastructure
covering the same areas of the campus as
a whole, including athletic facilities' Our
focus, due to consumer electronics, is on
mobility and how we can imProve our
wireless infrastructure. Students of today
expect to access the university in a mobile
manner as evidenced by 60 percent reduc-
tion in the use of VoIP telephones in our
residence halls.
The campus policy is to suPport a stan-
dard laptop with a university-loaded image
for all student PCs as well as classroom
setups. This reduces the labor intensity'
However, students are required to register
game boxes and other non-university-stan-
dard devices. The university supports IPTV,
HD, and analog TV across the campus' The
campus is also piloting dual-band smart-
phones.
ACUTA: Freshmen at most institutions
today are far more extensive users of tech-
nology than those of even five years ago'
What is the most challenging technical
aspect this presents for your campus?
Gloster: Most of our freshmen class have
never plugged into a wired network' The
expectation of a very highly reliable cam-
pus network is a standard for parents and
students alike. The norm is for students
to register multiple network devices, no
longer just the one or two. This requires
that we plan accordingly, especially since
most of these devices will only reside on
the wireless network.
One of the greatest challenges is get-
ting our faculty and staff to think like the
freshmen. Getting them to use Twitter,
Facebook, Second Life, or even simple
text messaging is a challenge. We need to
communicate to the students in a way they
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the way you do ResNet.
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lncreasingln the role of lT is changing to accommodate the growing demands of student network-
ing. Constant policy enforcement, virus containment and the never-ending pursuit of bandwidth
play a larger role now than ever before. Consequently, more universities are finding that the work
of being an 15P is overtaking other priorities, and becoming a significant drain on department
budgets, staff and time, and a distraction from core pursuits.
That's why so many schools are choosing to join with Apogee as their trusted network partner.
Apogee frees you from the growing burden of managing your network and allows you to focus on
the mission-critical tasks of the university. Our network solutions are tailored to fit the evotving
needs of your (ampus network, and change as your needs change. llYe work with you to collabora-
tively define your service requirements and implernent a plan for network development, providing
more <ontrol over your network and enabling you to position strategically for future growth.
Better service, better support and better administration begin with network partnership.
Hear schools discuss their views on network partnership online at
wrrvw.apogeenat"net, or call us at 1 (E77i 4Ig-SgSg for more information
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Why add costly new PoE switches to support high
power end devices when you can upgrade using your
existing Ethernet infrastructure?
The solution: low-cost PowerDsine@ Hi-PoErM Gigabit
Midspans
Easy tnstatlation, Simply connect HiPoE Midspans
to your existing switches to supply up to 32 watts
of power for 802.11 n access points, pan-tilt-zoom
security cameras, lP phones and more. At about $50
a port, you'll save a bundle 
- 
and boost the return on
investment from your existing network.
More Reliable, Partnered with PowerDsine
Midspans, your mission critical switches operate cooler,
more reliably handling what they were designed for-
communicating data. They won't require bigger, hotter
supplies just to power your new 802.11n devices.
Thin
Clients
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Energy Efficient, PowerDsine Midspans only deliver
the power each device actually needs. Only when
it's needed. Our exclusive PowerView ProrM network
management feature enables re-booting, individual port
on/off, timed shutdown of unused devices, and much
more. All controlled remotelY.
Discover for yourself how easy, reliable and affordable
our HiPoErM Gigabit Midspan upgrades can be at:
http://www.microsemi.com/Powerdsine.
More power. Less cost.
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